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The classic work on group psychotherapyHailed by Jerome Frank as "the very best book that
exists about them," Irvin D. Yalom's The Theory and Practice of Group Psychotherapy provides
been the standard text message in the field for decades.In this totally revised and updated fifth
edition, Dr. Molyn Leszcz expand the reserve to include the newest advancements in the field,
drawing on almost ten years of new research in addition to their broad scientific wisdom and
experience. Yalom and his collaborator Dr. At once scholarly and lively, this is the most up-to-day,
incisive, and comprehensive text message available on group psychotherapy.New topics include: on
the web therapy, specialized groups, ethnocultural diversity, trauma and managed care.
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Bible of group therapy This is the Bible of group therapy. Any counselor or therapist should browse
this book if there is any chance for dealing with groups. My only complaint is you need to read into
the book to find the information. Im in my own Master of Counseling Plan with Walden University
and was happy to find this reserve for an affordable price and in good condition with no wear. Love
the true life case / client tales... Three Stars tldr- The part about introducing an actor to affect the
group dynamics is a tad suspect Condition as advertised Condition as advertised but it looked like a
great read I actually had to resell it, though, since it was the incorrect book for my class,
nonetheless it looked like an excellent read!.. I wish there was a quick guide to group to possess as
a reference! The index can be virtually unusable.... Great Book! . and this book delivers much of his
expertise in an easy, enjoyable read Irvin Yalom is known as one of the foremost specialists on
group psychotherapy, which book delivers much of his expertise within an easy, enjoyable go
through. I have gleaned some very nice advice form this reserve, and I have enjoyed incorporating
much of that guidance into my own practice. This book is crucial read. Love Yalom! This book is
fantastically written, informative, and overall excellent. It's an excellent book to gain understanding on
group therapy and the ins and outs of leading it, but Personally, i found it too much time winded
and that the author speaks a whole lot about his own style which I personally prefer different
person personalized styles of leading group therapy. It's a good book to gain understanding on
group therapy and the .. Five Stars for school Five Stars High quality and great book! Personally i
think like this book may be the Bible of group therapy. You definitely will not have any queries about
group therapy.. Like the real life case / client .. Five Stars Book arrived as promised This is a
fantastic textbook on group therapy. Very Informative This book is. An intensive resource for group
therapy and conducting classes. It explains conditions and provides you insight on dynamics of
groups. Master of Counseling Plan with Walden University and was pleased to find this reserve for
an affordable price and . Five Stars A great book compiled by a great person..lengthy. This is an
excellent textbook on group psychotherapy. The only reason that I did not give it 5 stars is that
there are no page numbers given for just about any of the conditions shown in the index for the
Kindle version of the text. Great Book!
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